BREAKING: Assange ‘Will Be’ Arrested in
‘Hours to Days,’ WikiLeaks Says
WikiLeaks has quoted a “high-level” Ecuadorian government
source as saying that Julian Assange could be imminently
expelled from Ecuador’s London embassy and that Quito has an
agreement with the UK to arrest him.
By Joe Lauria
Special to Consortium News

WikiLeaks

warned Thursday that its founder “will be expelled

within ‘hours to days'” from Ecuador’s London embassy and
that Ecuador has an agreement with Britain to have him
arrested.
President Lenin Moreno will use the pretext of a scandal
engulfing his presidency to oust Assange, a “high level
source” in the Ecuador government told WikiLeaks.
BREAKING: A high level source within the Ecuadorian state has told @WikiLeaks
that Julian Assange will be expelled within "hours to days" using the
#INAPapers offshore scandal as a pretext–and that it already has an agreement
with the UK for his arrest.https://t.co/adnJph79wq
— WikiLeaks (@wikileaks) April 4, 2019

Moreno has accused WikiLeaks of leaking documents allegedly
implicating him and his family in a corruption scheme with a
Panamanian investment firm, INA Investments Corp.

WikiLeaks

has denied being behind the leaks and no documents related
to the scandal appear on its website.
Moreno said the alleged leak by WikiLeaks is a breach in a
“protocol” with Assange that allows him to remain in the

London embassy in exchange for his public silence on all
political

matters.

Assange

has

never

agreed

to

the

protocol.

His social media accounts were shut down by

Ecuador in March 2018.
Because of this so-called “breach,” Assange will be made to
leave

the

embassy

and

would

be

arrested

by

British

authorities. Assange has been a refugee inside the embassy
since 2012, fearing that if he were to be arrested the UK
would extradite him to the United States to stand trail for
publishing classified information.
Last week Assange engaged in a shouting match with Ecuador’s
ambassador inside the embassy. The move to expel Assange has
been building for months. Last week Defend Assange, a
publication

of

WikiLeaks-linked

Courage

Foundation,

reported:
“On 28 March, Communications Minister Andrés Michelena
told CNN Español that the INApapers were part of a plot
[by] Julian Assange, Venezuelan President Maduro and
former Ecuadorian President Correa to bring down Moreno’s
government. [Michelena] added, ‘You have to understand how
these people are connected, Mr. Assange is the Troll
Center, the hacker for former President Correa, [Assange]
handles the technological and social media side.’
That same day, the national assembly, in which Moreno’s
party and other right parties command a majority, passed a
resolution inviting the Foreign Ministry to take action
against Assange’s asylum on the basis of the INApapers
leak “in the national interest” if it considers it
pertinent to do so.”

Supporters of WikiLeaks and Assange rapidly called for an
increased presence at the Ecuadorian Embassy, located at
Number 3, Hans Crescent in London.
Julian Assange’s mother, Christine Assange, tweeted:
URGENT
Julian about to be expelled from Embassy into hands of UK (US)!
NEEDED NOW!
* 24/7 Citizens Vigil
*24/7 Livestreaming using hashtag #ProtectJulian
WHERE:#Ecuador Embassy
3 Hans Cres
LONDON
(Knightsbridge Railway Station/Piccadilly line)
Please RT/share widely https://t.co/SARV6m7p4Z
— Mrs. Christine Assange (@AssangeMrs) April 4, 2019

A live stream of what is happening outside the embassy can
be found here:
Award-winning journalist and filmmaker John Pilger wrote via
Twitter: “WikiLeaks reports that Julian Assange is on the
verge of being expelled from the Ecuadorean Embassy in
London. Please fill the street outside the embassy and
protect him, and show solidarity with a courageous man,
whose struggle ought to touch us all.”

A marathon online

vigil for Assange will begin Friday at 4 pm EST, to be
webcast by Consortium News.
Christine Assange, whose Twitter account has twice been

restricted in the past two weeks, is expected on the vigil.
Elizabeth Vos contributed to this story.

WikiLeaks Says Assange Can be Expelled
‘Within Hours’
In a tweet, Wikileaks quoted a high-level Ecuadorian
government source as saying that Julian Assange could be
imminently kicked out of the London embassy and that Quito
has an agreement with the UK to arrest him.

WikiLeaks

warned in a tweet on Thursday that its founder

“will be expelled within ‘hours to days.'”

The government

will use the pretext of a scandal engulfing President Lenin
Moreno to oust Assange, a “high level source” in the Ecuador
government told WikiLeaks.
Moreno has accused WikiLeaks of leaking documents allegedly
implicating him and his family in a corruption scheme with a
Panamanian investment firm, INA Investments Corp.

WikiLeaks

has denied being behind the leaks and no documents related
to the scandal appear on its website.

Moreno said the

alleged leak by WikiLeaks is a breach in a “protocol”
agreement with Assange that allows him to remain in the
London embassy in exchange for his public silence on all
political matters.
Because of this so-called “breach,” Assange will be made to
leave

the

embassy

and

would

be

arrested

by

British

authorities. Assange has been a refugee inside the embassy
since 2012, fearing that if he were to be arrested the UK

would extradite him to the United States to stand trail for
publishing classified information.
BREAKING: A high level source within the Ecuadorian state has told @WikiLeaks
that Julian Assange will be expelled within "hours to days" using the
#INAPapers offshore scandal as a pretext–and that it already has an agreement
with the UK for his arrest.https://t.co/adnJph79wq
— WikiLeaks (@wikileaks) April 4, 2019

The Tale of a ‘Deep State Target’
Daniel Lazare reviews George Papadopoulos’s book about his
misadventures with a nest of intelligence agents.
By Daniel Lazare
Special to Consortium News

N ow

that Russian collusion is dead and buried

thanks to Special Prosecutor Robert Mueller, the
big question is how and why such charges arose.
George Papadopoulos’s “Deep State Target: How I
Got Caught in the Crosshairs of the Plot to Bring Down
President Trump” doesn’t tell the whole story.

But this

account by one of the crusade’s first victims pulls the
covers off a few important aspects.
It describes a lengthy entrapment scheme that began when
Papadopoulos told co-workers that presidential candidate
Donald Trump was about to appoint him to his foreign-policy
advisory team.

The time was March 2016,
the

place

the

London

Centre of International
Law

Practice,

where

Papadopoulos was working
as an energy consultant,
a

job

involves

that

mainly

meeting

with

diplomats and going out
for

a

drinks.

dinner

and

Regarding the

LCILP, he recalls it as
a

“strange

operation”

where there’s “no actual
law practice going on
that

I

can

see”

and

which he later suspects
is an intelligent front.

The reaction to his announcement was not good.

“You should

not be working with Trump,” one of Papadopoulos’s bosses
tells him. “He’s a threat to society.

He’s a racist.

He’s

anti-Muslim.”
But the tone changes when another LCILP director insists
that he join him for a three-day conference at Link Campus
University, a privately-owned educational center in Rome.
There he is introduced to a well-dressed Maltese academic in
his mid-fifties named Joseph Mifsud.
“He asks about my background,” Papadopoulos writes. “He asks
if I have Russian contacts. I shake my head.

‘I heard you

have connections,’ I say.

‘And that you might be able to

help me with the campaign.’”
“Oh yes, absolutely,” Mifsud replies.

“Let’s talk tonight.

Let’s go to dinner.”
Into the Rabbit Hole
With that, the author enters into a rabbit hole filled with
twists and turns in which he found himself in the middle of
a deep-state intelligence war over Trump’s alleged Kremlin
ties and by the end of which he had served a 12-day sentence
in a medium-security federal prison.

Please make your tax-deductible
donation to our Spring Fund Drive
today!
In late April, Mifsud takes him to breakfast at a London
hotel and informs him that he had just returned from Russia
where officials say they have “dirt” on Hillary Clinton.
“Emails of Clinton,” Mifsud says.
emails.”

“They have thousands of

Papadopoulos writes it off as idle chitchat by a

dubious diplomatic networker whom he has come to see as all
talk and no action.
A friend from the Australian embassy introduces him to a top
Aussie diplomat named Alexander Downer, who tells him over
gin-and-tonics that his foreign-policy ideas are all wet.
A British foreign-ministry official takes him out for still

more drinks and grills him about Russia.
Stefan Halper, an old CIA hand turned Cambridge academic,
contacts him out of the blue and pesters him about Russia as
well.
A mysterious Belorussian-American name Sergei Millian offers
him a secret $30,000-a-month PR job but only if he continues
working for Trump.
An Israeli-American businessman named Charles Tawil buys him
lunch at a steakhouse in Skokie, Ill. Later, in Greece, they
go clubbing together in Mykonos, and then Tawil flies
Papadopoulos to Israel where he presents him with $10,000 in
cash – money that a wary Papadopoulos leaves with a lawyer
in Thessaloniki.
While flying back to the U.S. in July 2017, Papadopoulos
runs into a squad of FBI agents as he is changing planes.
“And then, finally, it dawns on me as they are going through
my bags,” he writes.

“Charles Tawil and the money.

are looking for $10,000 in undeclared cash!

They

That fucking

guy was setting me up.”
“I’ve barely slept in two days,” he goes on after appearing
before a judge.
Athens in.

“I’m wearing the same shirt that I left

I smell like garbage.

I look like garbage.

I’m

disoriented – because while I’ve just finally heard the
charges, I still don’t really understand any of it.” To his
horror, he learns that he is facing 25 years in prison on
charges of obstruction of justice and lying to the FBI.
What was going on?

Although Papadopoulos doesn’t go into

the pre-history, we know from other sources that, by late

2015, intelligence agencies were buzzing over reports that
Trump and Russian President Vladimir Putin were reaching out
to one another behind the scenes.
Three Mood-Setting Events
Spooks are paranoid by profession, but three recent events
had put them particularly on edge.

One was the Euromaidan

uprising in Kiev in early 2014, which, by driving out an
allegedly pro-Russian president, sparked a parallel revolt
among Russian speakers in the east.

Another was in Syria

where U.S. backing of Islamist rebels had prompted Russia to
intervene in support of President Bashar al-Assad.

The

third was on the U.S. campaign trail where Trump was
thoroughly shocking foreign-policy “experts” by sounding off
against regime change and making friendly noises toward
Putin.
“But I think that I would probably get along with him very
well,” Trump said of the Russian president in October 2015.
When CNN host John Dickerson asked about Russian air
assaults, he replied: “And as far as him attacking ISIS, I’m
all for it. If he wants to be bombing the hell out of ISIS,
which he’s starting to do, if he wants to be bombing ISIS,
let him bomb them, John.

Let him bomb them.

I think we

[can] probably work together much more so than right now.”
Intelligence agencies might have conceded that the U.S. was
wrong to encourage far-right elements in Kiev and that it
was equally mistaken in giving backhanded support to Al
Qaeda and ISIS in the Middle East. They might have granted
that Trump, for all his reality-TV bluster, had a point.
But western intelligence agencies don’t do self-criticism.

What they did was blame Putin for messing up their plans for
a clean coup in Kiev and an equally neat ouster of Assad and
then blamed Trump for arguing in his behalf. From there, it
was a very short step to concluding that Trump was not only
siding with Putin, but conspiring with him.
Individual intelligence assets went into action to prove
this

theory correct and, if need be, to invent a conspiracy

where none existed. Joseph Mifsud was apparently among
them.

“Deep State Target” devotes a fair amount of space to

his background.
had

Although Mueller’s indictment says Mifsud

“substantial

connections

to

Russian

government

officials,” a wealth of data indicates the opposite.
‘Only One Master’
Stephan Roh, a Swiss-German lawyer who employed Mifsud as a
consultant, writes in a self-published book that he has
“only one master: the Western Political, Diplomatic, and
Intelligence World, his only home, of which he is still
deeply dependent.” Mifsud has been photographed with British
Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson and veteran diplomat Claire
Smith, a top British intelligence official. Indeed, Mifsud
taught a course with Smith for Italian military and lawenforcement personnel at the same Link Campus where he’d met
Papadopolous.
Mifsuds’s

ties

with

multifarious and deep.

western

intelligence

are

thus

The same goes for the other people

with whom ran Papadopoulos had contact.
Alexander Downer, the Aussie diplomat with whom he had
drinks, turns out to be a director of a London private
intelligence firm known as Hakluyt & Co., which counts among

its close associates Halper, the Cambridge academic who was
ex-CIA, and Sir Richard Dearlove, ex-director of MI6, the
British equivalent of the CIA.

These two — Dearlove and

Halper — ran an intelligence seminar at Cambridge and are
also partners in a private venture calling itself “The
Cambridge Security Initiative.”

(See “Spooks Spooking

Themselves,” Consortium News, May 31, 2018.)
Millian, the man who offered Papadopoulos $30,000 a month,
turns out to be a source for the notorious Steele Dossier,
compiled by ex-MI6 agent Christopher Steele.

Steele, in

turn, sought counsel at one point from fellow Cambridge man
Dearlove on how to spread his findings.

According to one of

Willian’s buddies, Millian works for the FBI as well.
All of which is enough to get anyone’s conspiratorial juices
flowing.
As for Charles Tawil, he arouses Papadopoulos’s fears of an
intelligence link once he arrives in Mykonos by boasting of
his friendship with Uganda President Yoweri Museveni and
then-South African President Jacob Zuma, and declaring of
convicted Israeli spy Jonathan Pollard, “it wasn’t our fault
he got caught.”

In Israel, he brags about helping to

wiretap Syrian strong man Hafez al-Assad, father of the
current president.
he says.

“We could have killed him at any time,”

Finally, Papadopoulos reveals a private diplomatic

cable citing Tawil as a U.S. intelligence asset back in
2006.
Five intelligence assets were thus hounding Papadopoulos at
every turn while a sixth was compiling the dossier that
would send Russia-gate into overdrive. It added up to the

greatest propaganda campaign since the furor over Iraqi
weapons of mass destruction, and, like those nonexistent
WMDs, turns out to have been manufactured out of thin air.
Full-Court Press
“Deep State Target” is vague about many details and
Papadopoulos doesn’t have all the answers about Russia-gate.
No one at this point does.

But his book leaves little

doubt that he was the victim of a full-court press by
intelligence assets in and around the FBI, CIA, and MI6.
Like everyone, Mifsud knew about Clinton’s emails – the ones
she stored on her private server, not those that Wikileaks
would later release – and fed Papadopoulos tidbits about a
supposed Russia connection in the hope, no doubt, that he
would pass them along to the Trump campaign.

When he

didn’t, Downer nonetheless reported back to Canberra that
Papadopoulos had told him something along those lines.
(Papadopoulos does not remember saying any such thing.) Once
Canberra told Washington, the FBI investigation, dubbed
Crossfire Hurricane, was on.
Halper tried to get him to admit to working with Russia:
“It’s great that Russia is helping you and the campaign,
right, George? George, you and your campaign are involved in
hacking and working with Russia, right?

It seems like you

are a middleman for Trump and Russia, right?

I know you

know about the emails.”
Millian sends him an email shortly before the election
telling him to “[p]lease be very cautious these last few
days.

Even to the point of not leaving your food and drinks

out of eye sight.”

“Obviously a Greek Orthodox guy like you has close ties to
Russia,” Charles Tawil, observes, leaving it to Papadopoulos
to fill in the blanks.
Diehard Russia-truthers will point out that, even though the
charge that Papadopoulos obstructed justice by misleading
the FBI was dropped, Papadopoulos is still a convicted liar
who pled guilty to misleading the FBI about the exact timing
of his meetings with Mifsud.

But he says that he was

frightened and nervous and didn’t have his lawyer present
and that he didn’t even remember what he had said until he
read it in the indictment.
He also says he now regrets taking his then-lawyers’ advice
to cop a plea: “There was never any pre-trial discovery.

We

never saw – or at least I hadn’t seen – the transcript of my
interview, so all we had was the prosecutor’s word regarding
what I had said.

And we caved.” But he was an amateur

running out of money while doing battle with a prosecutor
with a $25-million budget.

He had little choice.

Russia-

gate was unstoppable – until the collusion theory finally
collapsed.
Daniel Lazare is the author of “The Frozen Republic: How the
Constitution Is Paralyzing Democracy” (Harcourt Brace, 1996)
and other books about American politics.

He has written for

a wide variety of publications from The Nation to Le Monde
diplomatiqueand blogs about the Constitution and related
matters at Daniellazare.com.
If you value this original article, please consider making a
donation to Consortium News’s Spring Fundraising Drive so we
can bring you more stories like this one.

VIPS Urge Trump to Avoid War in
Venezuela
VIPS warn that Trump’s policies regarding Venezuela appear
to be on a slippery slope that could take us toward war in
Venezuela and military confrontation with Russia.
MEMORANDUM FOR: The President
FROM: Veteran Intelligence Professionals for Sanity (VIPS)
SUBJECT: Avoiding War with Russia over Venezuela
Mr. President:
Your Administration’s policies regarding Venezuela appear to
be on a slippery slope that could take us toward war in
Venezuela and military confrontation with Russia. As former
intelligence

officers

and

other

national

security

practitioners with many decades of experience, we urge you
not to let yourself be egged on into taking potentially
catastrophic military action in response to civil unrest in
Venezuela or Russian activities in the Western Hemisphere.
With the recent arrival of two transport aircraft and
enduring political support for the government of Venezuela,
the Russians are far from crossing any “red line” emanating
from the 1823 Monroe Doctrine.
Unfulfilled Objectives in Venezuela
Inside Venezuela, U.S. actions have failed to do more than
plunge the country into deeper crisis, cause greater human
suffering, and increase the prospects of violence on a
national scale. President Maduro’s mishandling of the

economy and authoritarian reactions to provocations are
impossible to defend, but they result in part from the fact
that he has been under siege since he was first elected in
2013 and has faced sanctions aimed ultimately at removing
him from office. In our view, the advice you’ve received
from your top advisors – Florida Senator Marco Rubio,
National

Security

Advisor

John

Bolton,

Special

Representative Elliott Abrams, and Secretary of State
Michael Pompeo – was and apparently continues to be wrong.
Recognition of Venezuelan National Assembly President
Juan Guaidó as “interim president” did not prompt the
military to rise up against President Maduro. Neither
did attacking the officer corps as merely corrupt
opportunists

and

drug-traffickers

enriched

through

loyalty to former President Chávez and Maduro, nor did
repeatedly threatening them with harsher sanctions.
Those actions reflected a fundamental misunderstanding
about the Venezuelan military, which has never been free
of corruption and political compromise but has also
never been so totally isolated from the Venezuelan
people that it hasn’t felt their suffering. U.S.
policies incorrectly assumed that the officers – while
probably fed up with Maduro’s shortcomings – would
support Guaidó despite his faction’s commitment to
dismantle Chavismo, which most officers believe brought
historically necessary changes to the country, including
enfranchisement of the poor.
Similarly, your Administration’s repeated hints at military
intervention have been counterproductive to your regimechange objectives. Your policy and intelligence advisors

were correct in interpreting the disparate polling data
showing popular support for Guaidó as actually being support
for the U.S. to extricate the country from its crisis – the
National Assembly President was a political unknown until
the United States and others recognized his claim to the
Presidency – but your team showed a lack of understanding of
Venezuelan nationalism. Venezuelans do not welcome the
destruction that would be caused by U.S. military attack;
they recall the death toll of Operation Just Cause, when the
United States killed more than 3,000 Panamanians (by its own
count) to remove one corrupt authoritarian, Manuel Noriega.
Threats of invasion have pushed people to circle around
Maduro, however reluctantly, not reject him.
Your

Administration’s

strategy

of

punishing

the

Venezuelan people, including apparently knocking out
their electricity, seems based on the false assumption
that humanitarian crisis will prompt a coup to remove
Maduro. In fact, the U.S. sanctions have allowed Maduro
to shift blame from his own failings to U.S. malice –
and it has left Guaidó, whom your advisors portray as
the moral equivalent of our Founders, looking like a
sell-out to Yankee imperialists at the cost of the
Venezuelan people’s health and welfare and magnified
civil disorder.
Lost Opportunity for Diplomacy
Senator Rubio, Mr. Bolton, Mr. Abrams, and Mr. Pompeo have
also squandered a formidable moment to build on common
values with allies in Latin America and Europe. Even though
most Latin Americans find your aides’ public assertion that
the Monroe Doctrine is alive and well to be insulting, the

right-leaning Presidents of most of South and Central
America

rallied

with

you

to

support

Guaidó’s

self-

proclamation. But Guaidó’s lack of leadership – he appears
totally

scripted

by

U.S.

Government

agencies

–

his

inflexibility on negotiations, his open call for U.S.
military

intervention,

and

your

own

Administration’s

dangling threat of war are rapidly alienating all but the
most subservient to U.S. policy dictates. Negotiation
proposals,

such

as

those

being

developed

by

the

International Contact Group, are gaining momentum.
Internationalizing the Conflict
National Security Advisor Bolton and others have sought to
internationalize the Venezuela issue since before Guaidó’s
proclamation. Bolton’s reference to a “Troika of Tyranny” in
November – which he called “a triangle of terror stretching
from Havana to Caracas to Managua” and “sordid cradle of
communism in the Western Hemisphere” – was a veiled Cold
War-era swipe at Russia and China. Mr. Bolton, Senator
Rubio, and other advisors have made clear on numerous
occasions that the overthrow of President Maduro would be
just the first stage in efforts to eliminate the current
governments of the “Troika” and “Communist influence” in the
Western Hemisphere.
They have repeatedly asserted that Cuban advisors have
been crucial to the Maduro government’s survival without
providing evidence. Indeed, the reportedly “hundreds” of
Venezuelan military defectors, including many managed by
U.S. agencies, have not provided even credible hearsay
evidence that Cubans are doing more than providing
routine assistance. In addition, the threats coming out

of Washington have preempted any willingness that Cuba
might have had to contribute to a regional solution to
the Venezuelan crisis as it has in similar situations,
such as Colombia’s recent peace process, the Angola
peace process in 1989-90, and the Central American
negotiations in the early 1990s.
Provocative Rhetoric about Russia
Most dangerous, however, are aggressive statements about
Russia’s engagement with Venezuela. Russian oil companies,
particular Rosneft, have long been in Venezuela – bailing
out

the

Venezuelan

petroleum

company

(PDVSA)

as

its

mismanagement and falling oil prices have caused production
and revenues to plummet. Most long-term observers believe
Rosneft’s decisions, including throwing good money after
bad, have been motivated by business calculations, without a
particularly ideological objective.
Your advisors’ rhetoric imposing an East-West spin on
the issue presented President Putin and his advisors an
opportunity to try to poke the United States in the eye
– especially as Administration efforts to remove Maduro
foundered and diplomatic support for Guaidó cracked.
Maduro and Putin have not enjoyed particularly close
personal relations in the past, and their shared
strategic interests are few, but U.S. rhetoric and
threats have given them common cause in tweaking us. A
meeting in Rome between your special envoy, Elliot
Abrams, and Russian Deputy Foreign Minister Sergei
Ryabkov achieved nothing amid further U.S. sanctions
against Venezuela and continued threats that “all
options” were on the table.

Publicly available information is insufficient for us to
know exactly what was aboard the two Russian aircraft that
landed at Maiquetía last week – two months after your
Administration publicly proclaimed its intention to remove
Maduro – but precedent suggests Moscow had two main
objectives.
One,

and

probably

primary,

is

to

embarrass

your

Administration by defying your rhetoric, just to rub
your nose in Moscow’s sovereign right to have the
relations, including military liaison, with whomever it
pleases. In this sense, Russian behavior resembles its
intervention, at Bashar al-Assad’s request, in Syria.
And it is not a far cry from Moscow’s reaction to the
Western-supported coup in Kiev.
Another objective, if press speculation about the
Russian advisors and equipment aboard the aircraft is
correct, would be to shore up Venezuela’s ability to
warn of and respond to a U.S. military strike. Your
Administration has publicly asserted that the Russians
are helping repair S-300 surface-to-air missile systems,
which have a purely defensive purpose. There is no
evidence, not even circumstantial, that Russia has any
offensive objectives in this relationship.
The U.S. reaction has suggested a much greater chance of
military confrontation. Mr. Bolton “strongly caution[ed]
actors external to the Western Hemisphere against deploying
military

assets

to

Venezuela,

or

elsewhere

in

the

Hemisphere, with the intent of establishing or expanding
military operations.” Without defining what activities he
would object to, Mr. Bolton said, “We will consider such

provocative actions as a direct threat to international
peace

and

security

in

the

region.”

Your

Special

Representative said the “Russian presence” is “extremely
pernicious.” Your Secretary of State said, “Russia’s got to
leave Venezuela.” You said, “Russia has to get out” and
reiterated

that

“all

options

are

open”

–

including

presumably forcing the Russians out militarily. And we note
that Russia has not closed its embassy in Caracas as your
Administration has.
Avoiding the Slippery Slope
As intelligence officers and security experts, we have given
many years to protecting our nation from a host of threats,
including from the Soviet Union. We also believe, however,
that picking fights. including ousting governments, blocking
negotiated settlements, and threatening other countries’
sovereign decision to pursue activities that do not threaten
our national security – is rarely the wise way to go.
We repeat that we are not defending Maduro and his record,
while at the same time pointing out that many of his
troubles have been exacerbated by U.S. policies and efforts
to oust him. We believe that due process and practical,
realistic policies better protect our national interests
than threats and confrontational rhetoric. It strains
credulity to believe that your advisors picked this fight
with President Maduro without realizing that Venezuela would
seek help fixing its defensive capabilities.
Moreover and very seriously, rhetoric challenging Russia
could all too easily lead to a much more consequential
confrontation.

Invoking the 1823 Monroe Doctrine is unhelpful. For
Russia to provide assistance for purely defensive
purposes to a country in which we seek to create regime
change and threaten military attack would not be widely
seen as violating the Monroe Doctrine or crossing a “red
line.”
We realize that some in the media are trying to egg you
on into taking forceful action, perhaps even of a
military nature, to punish Russia in any case. We urge
you not to fall into this trap. This is not 19th century
Latin America, and it is a far cry from the Cuba missile
crisis of 1962.
The best way to prevent dangerous miscalculation would
be for you to speak directly with President Putin.
Washington’s energies would be better spent clearing up
differences, adjusting failed policies, and promoting a
peaceful resolution in Venezuela.
For the Steering Group, Veteran Intelligence Professionals
for Sanity
Fulton Armstrong, former National Intelligence Officer for
Latin America & former National Security Council Director
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Linda Lewis, WMD preparedness policy analyst, USDA (ret.)
Edward Loomis, NSA Cryptologic Computer Scientist (ret.)
David MacMichael, former Senior Estimates Officer, National

Intelligence Council (ret.)
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